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M
atu rity or its lack is
a theme that kept
popping up at the
Olympic games. The
young women com

peting night after night in gymnas
tics appeared shy, but had picked a
spectator sport where their every
mistake or heroic action was the
subject of commentary and instant
replays. They were seen-big time.
Some handled the pressure with
maturity, while many exhibited
intense emotion at failure. We all
watched. Would they be a hero or a
failure? Such an instant test of life's
value seems to go along with our
concept of fifteen minutes of fame.

The need to be seen, to be recog
nized as a hero, can be perverse.
Whether or not he is proven guilty,
the guard who discovered the bomb
at Olympic Centennial Park turned
from invisibility to instant hero to
instant bad guy-an example of the
dark side of the same need to be
seen.

Robert Bly, in his new book,
The Sibling Society, talks about our
immaturity as a culture. This pow
erful book brings home the lessons
of Oklahoma City, the Unabomber,
and now the Centennial Olympic
Park bombing. Some of us are des
perate to be seen and increasingly
need attention. We regress and act
out like children. "You don't see
me! I'm important! I'll show you.
You (the other) will pay. I'll be a
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hero, then you'll see me!"
Sounds familiar doesn't it? Every

two- or three-year-old child on the
planet seems to have gone through
this phase. Because this feeling dis
appears from view as most children
grow up, we tend to think it is
history. Silly us. Our shadow self
is always with us, just out of sight.

People used to line up along the
roadside when the king came out or
the conquering hero returned from
battle. But we often get the message
of this event backward. They were
not out there to see the king; they
were there to be seen by the king!

The need to be seen isn't all bad.
It is, simply, quite human. Often
our need for recognition fuels posi
tive action, such as a medal-winning
performance, or in our case, our
efforts in providing quality cancer
care. But the need to be recognized
must be tempered with recognizing
value in others.

So, all of us have a job to do.
We have to "see" the people around
us ... not just some, but everyone.
Not just patients, but staff and
especially our peers. Look at them.
Acknowledge them with your eyes,
and recognize their individuality
and importance to the fabric of
things. Working on our maturity
as a society is a gigantic task that
requires small initial changes from
as many of us as are willing to see
what we can do to promote
humanity. iii
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